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Aftercare
Support

Installation

From a simple service
call to a full service
contract we cater
for all.

Our expert team will ensure your
installation is carried out quickly
and efficiently providing you
with an end product that
exceeds your expectations.

DB Dental Equipment offers a full range of services to provide
anything from simple surgery modifications right through to complete
turnkey packages for brand new practices. Right from the start our
design department will visit your facility, take the necessary building
details and measurements and discuss your initial requirements.

Project
Management

Regardless of scale, we will manage
every stage from planning applications
through to equipment installations
providing you with one point of contact
throughout.

_Sales and Consultation

“Big enough to cope,
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Equipment
Selection
DB Dental has chosen to work with
the best equipment manufacturers
in the industry to provide you with
quality equipment backed by highest
level of customer service.

Planning and
Designing
Take advantage of our
free design service.
We do not use standard
layouts. We work with you
to create your perfect
working environment.

_Equipment Selection
_Project Management
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_Planning and Designing

Sales and
Consultation
No pushy sales techniques. We will listen
to your requirements and provide impartial
advice to offer you a practical solution.

_Aftercare Support
_Installation

Our design team have developed a wealth of experience over many
years together with a clear understanding for the need of effective
and creative planning, where ultimately you take the benefits from
our ergonomic and practical surgery designs.
FIND US

DB Dental Equipment

FOLLOW US
@DBdentalUK

www.dbdental.co.uk

Digital Imaging

Compressors

Suction

Handpeces

_Breakdown Support

Dental Chairs

_Service Contracts

Lights

Tailored Service Solutions:

DB Dental offer an extensive range of equipment from the world’s leading
Dental manufacturers. You can be safe in the knowledge that whatever
product you choose we can provide a full manufacturer approved
maintenance and service after care plan.

Decontamination

DB Dental specialise in keeping your surgery
up and running and have engineers which are
manufacture trainied and accreditied.We offer
tailored surgery maintenance contracts as well
as one off repairs where we aim to get you up
and running as quickly as possible to avoid
any unnecessary downtime.

Equipment
We offer

Cabinetry

Aftercare
Support

_Pressure Vessel Inspection
_PAT’s Testing
_Validation to HTM 01-05

To book your consultation
call 01484 401015

Service
Contracts
In addition DB also understands the importance of
minimising surgery downtime and therefore provides
a comprehensive range of support including Flexible
Service Contracts in order to keep your practice
running efficiently, reliably and effectively.
DB Dental offer a range of Service Contract options
which means our contracts can be tailored to
suit your individual needs in accordance with the
equipment you have and type of cover you prefer.
Our service starts with a ‘Free of Charge’ visit to
your practice to audit and assess the equipment,
noting the type, manufacturer and condition so we
can accurately quote for a contract tailored to your
requirements.

“

We can provide bespoke cabinetry design solutions
to maximise the full potential and ergonomics for
any dental surgery. Our technical team are able to
take you through a comprehensive range of design
options, textures and colours and advise you on
the layout of your surgery whilst ensuring that full
attention is paid to every detail.

A DB Dental contract can cover all, or part of your
Treatment Centres, Suction systems, Compressors,
X-Ray, Autoclave Service & validation, Pressure
Vessel Inspection etc.
Other benefits are different options to pay, inclusive
reactive breakdown calls and a range of loan units to
keep your surgery up and running in the event of a
major failure until your existing equipment is repaired
or replaced.
All our maintenance, testing and validation services
are carried out by accredited engineers to full HTM
and manufacturer guidelines

Call us today to discuss your service
plan requirements on 01484 401015

The service provided has been excellent, with a ‘speedy’ & professional
approach provided by DB Dental’s admin staff and their engineers. I can
fully endorse this company and all its staff. Colin Allen, Lincolnshire NHS.

All cabinets are custom made and produced to the
highest standard of workmanship; this gives DB
Dental the flexibility to provide you with a unique
design to meet your exact wishes.
To ensure a seamless installation is carried out our design
department will visit your facility take the necessary details
and measurements to best utilise the available space.
Our cabinets are available in a broad range of colours for
worktops and fronts, soft-close doors and drawers, all with
smooth, good quality Parapan and laminates for effective
and easy cleaning.

“

DB Dental fully understands the necessity to provide
a complete range of Engineering Services to cover all
aspects of maintenance, service and repair for typical
equipment throughout the practice.

Bespoke
Cabinetry

In addition DB Dental Equipment can also provide extremely
tough and non-pourus CORIAN solid surface worktops
and bowls which are bonded together with virtually invisible
seams to improve surgery hygiene and appearance.

To discuss your cabinetry requirements contact us on 01484 401015

Case Studies

Thackeray
Dental Care

The Clinic Dental Facial
Haywards Heath

Client: Simon Thackeray
Location: Mansfield

Gareth met Simon Thackeray at the

There was only one decision to be made when Sven

BDA three years ago where Simon was

Sorensson and Mads Nyborg decided to re-equip

representing Practice Plan. After a friendly

their dental practice in Haywards Heath – UNIC or

chat Gareth arranged a site visit to get a

UNICLINE but either way it had to be Heka Dental.

feel for what Simon envisaged. Simon was
keen to create a wow factor in his practice

Heka equipment has been designed to create an

with clean lines, contemporary curves and

ergonomic, comfortable and aesthetically pleasing

a minimal, but modern feel with state of

environment for both patient and practitioner. If like

the art equipment.

Sven and Mad’s you specialise in offering implants,

scheduling the installation so that the
practice could continue to run as normally
as possible, whilst the works were carried

comfort for dentist and patient becomes particularly

“Nothing was too much trouble for Gareth at

important since this type of treatment often lasts

the design stage, and the liaison with A-dec

hours rather than minutes.

especially, was extremely close, resulting in the

out. Extending next door allowed us to

absolute personal design of the surgeries to my exact specification. I have

As Sven said, “Dentists sit and work at their

create the new surgeries and reception

already recommended DB Dental to other practices who would benefit

Treatment Centres for many hours a week, so they need to get it right. Therefore it

area whilst Simon continued to treat

from the expertise they have.” From 15 year old equipment to state of the

is worth taking your time before making an investment to make sure it is going to

patients in the existing side. Using this

art A-dec Treatment Centre’s with bespoke dental cabinetry consisting of

be right for you. If you choose Heka Dental you will have made the right decision

phased approach allowed us to then

Corian solid surface work tops and Parapan fronts.

whichever specification, UnicLine or UNIC, suits your Practice best”.

whilst we converted the waiting room in
the original side of the building to an
additional surgery.

“

“

move patients to the new surgeries,

It has felt that I have been assisted by a team of

friends who shared the common goal of making my
practice what I envisioned. Simon Thackeray

“

Our Heka Dental equipment has always lived up to all of
our expectations. Sven Sorensson, The Clinic Dental Facial.

“

The project was complex in terms of

Client: The Clinic Dental Facial
Location: Haywards Heath

